Abstract-Classification of plants based on a multi-organ approach is very challenging. Although additional data provide more information that might help to disambiguate between species, the variability in shape and appearance in plant organs also raises the degree of complexity of the problem. Despite promising solutions built using deep learning enable representative features to be learned for plant images, the existing approaches focus mainly on generic features for species classification, disregarding the features representing plant organs. In fact, plants are complex living organisms sustained by a number of organ systems. In our approach, we introduce a hybrid generic-organ convolutional neural network (HGO-CNN), which takes into account both organ and generic information, combining them using a new feature fusion scheme for species classification. Next, instead of using a CNN-based method to operate on one image with a single organ, we extend our approach. We propose a new framework for plant structural learning using the recurrent neural network-based method. This novel approach supports classification based on a varying number of plant views, capturing one or more organs of a plant, by optimizing the contextual dependencies between them. We also present the qualitative results of our proposed models based on feature visualization techniques and show that the outcomes of visualizations depict our hypothesis and expectation. Finally, we show that by leveraging and combining the aforementioned techniques, our best network outperforms the state of the art on the PlantClef2015 benchmark. The source code and models are available at https://github.com/cs-chan/Deep-Plant.
species. Taxonomists, botanists, and other professionals determine plant species from field observation based on a substantial species knowledge gained through their field work and studies. Categorisation of plants still remain a tedious task due to limited knowledge and information of world's plant families. For this reason, taxonomists started seeking methods that can meet species identification requirements, such as developing digital image processing and pattern recognition techniques [1] .
Recent progress in computer vision makes it possible to assist botanists in plant identification tasks. The majority of computer vision approaches utilizes leaves for discrimination, as leaf characters have been predominantly used to clarify plants. Characters such as shape, texture and venation are the features most generally used to distinguish leaves of different species [2] . Nevertheless, due to the intra or interspecies diversity of plants in nature, some species are difficult or impossible to differentiate from one another using only the leaf organ. In fact, this ambiguity occurs also in other organs. For example as shown at the top of Fig. 2 , the images of fruits are visually similar. Using solely a single image of a fruit organ makes it considerably hard to differentiate between species, especially for non-botanists who have limited knowledge of plant characters. However, if we extend our observation to multiple organs such as branches and leaves (as shown at the bottom of Fig. 2) , together with fruits, we can easily find out that they have discriminative patterns, as a significant cue for plant recognition. For example, the differences between the appearance of branches as well as the venations of leaves. So, in this case, it is obvious that observing different organs Fig. 2 . Examples of very similar appearance of fruit organs between two different plant species (right: Cornus mas L., left: Cornus sanguinea L.). However, by extending our observation to different views capturing one or more plant organs such as branches and leaves, we can easily find out the discriminative patterns. For examples, color and texture of the branches as well as the venation structure of the leaves.
can help to ease the plant identification task. On the other hand, there are times when certain organs are not in season, for example, during winter we can only observe the bark of a deciduous plant. Under these circumstances, it is known to be more informative to capture multiple viewpoints of the bark to increase the species discrimination [3] .
Therefore, in connection with the aforementioned studies, researchers started to focus on the automatic analysis of multiple images exploiting different views of a plant capturing one or more organs. However, it is a challenging task to classify different organs plant images. For example, in Fig 1, we can observe the large variability in the appearance of plant organs. Even within the same organ, large differences can occur. Furthermore, images of plants taken in the field with clutter in the background are more difficult to recognize. For this, researchers generally adopt organ-specific features for discrimination [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . They first group images of plants into their respective organ categories. Then, based on each organ category, organ-specific features are extracted using feature engineering approaches such as Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), Bag of Word (Bow), Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF), Gabor, Local Binary Pattern (LBP). During the species classification stage, the computed features for each organ category are trained individually using conventional machine learning algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-means clustering, Weighted Probability (WP) approach, nearest neighbour classifier and random forest. Although successful, to design or decide which feature descriptors to use for each organ is highly dependent on the prior knowledge of plant organs, and, this information is usually only partially available or incomplete for non-specialist users.
Deep Learning (DL) [10] is an emerging technology that has proved extremely high recognition capabilities with very large datasets, replacing the need of designing hand-crafted features as to previous approaches [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), as one of the most used DL methods has been employed to learn generic representation for images of plants [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Specifically, M-class species classifier is trained, irrespective of the organ or organ structure. Although generic features can model target species classes, they might not be able to provide an appropriate description for a plant. For example, for a leaf image taken with a noisy background, as the leaf on the newspaper shown in Fig. 1 , generic features focus on the holistic representation of the image. In such case, text might be considered erroneously as one of the discriminative features for the species. This is not surprising, as a generic network learns irrelevant features, especially when they appear to be discriminative among species. For this reason, we propose a new CNN architecture that can go beyond the regular generic description of a plant, integrating the organ-specific features together with the generic features to explicitly force the designed network to focus on the organ regions during species classification.
Although existing CNN methods can model a suitable feature representation for a plant image, they lack the capability to model the global relationship between different plant views (or organs) captured of a plant. The reason is that existing CNN based approaches were designed to operate on a single plant image, focusing on capturing the similar region-wise patterns within an image but not the structural patterns of a plant seen from multiple views with one or more of its organs. This is particular important as these images captured from a same plant contain structural information that is not mutually exclusive. In fact, they share overlapping characteristics which are useful for species recognition. Henceforth, this motivates us to move beyond existing practice, proposing a new plant classification framework that takes into consideration contextual dependencies between varying plant views capturing one or more organs of a plant.
In this work, we present two frameworks to classify different plant organs images. First, we present a novel CNN architecture called the hybrid generic-organ convolutional neural network, abbreviated HGO-CNN. Specifically, it extracts prior organ information, and, classifies one image based on the correlation between the chosen organ and generic-based features. Second, we propose a new framework of plant structural learning based on recurrent neural networks (RNN), namely the Plant-StructNet. Specifically, it takes in a varying number of plant views images composed of one or more organs, and, optimizes the contextual dependencies between them for species classification. To summarize our major contributions:
1 [19] . The present work adds to the initial version in significant ways. Firstly, we present and analyze in this paper various improvements we have made to our previous HGO-CNN [19] , and, find that enhancing the feature fusion can further improve its classification performance. Secondly, we propose a Plant-StructNet that supports classification based on varying plant views, and to our surprise, it is able to improve the prediction of the less informative plant organ that is hardly handled by the HGO-CNN. Next, we experimentally prove that the ensemble model combining both the proposed HGO-CNN and Plant-StructNet, outperforms the SOTA result.
Our paper begins with a comprehensive review of existing methods of plant identification in Sec. II. Inspired by the success of RNN in modeling long-term dependency, we also review RNN and its varying application. Sec. III introduces the idea of HGO-CNN for end-to-end automatically processing and classification for the multi-organ plant data. Next, we introduce the Plant-StructNet architecture that built upon the concept of RNN to distinguish plant species at Sec IV. The experiments of HGO-CNN and Plant-StructNet are given in Sec. VI and Sec. VII respectively. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sec. VIII.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Plant Identification
Over the past few years, researchers have worked on recognizing plant species using solely a single plant organ.
A majority of the studies have utilized leaves to identify species. Leaf characters such as shape [20] [21] [22] [23] , texture [22] , [24] , and venation [25] [26] [27] are the most generally used features to distinguish leaves of different species. Lately, [2] proposed the use of deep learning for reverse engineering features of leaf, and, found out that different orders of leaf venation are more discriminatory than leaf shape features. Other than leaf, there are also researchers focus on using flower [28] [29] [30] to identify species.
To fit better with a real scenario where a botanist generally tries to identify a plant by observing several plant organs or a similar organ from different viewpoints during times when other organs are not in season, researchers in computer vision have focused on designing an automated plant classification system to identify different organs plant images. Earliest attempts [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , [31] in general, adopt feature extraction and classification as two separate steps, and, they engineered the features. For example, to support large-scale plant species identification, a course-to-fine method was introduced through constructing a hierarchical classifier [31] . Although reliable performance was reported, cascaded inferences in the hierarchical classifier are very much affected by the selection of the best subset of handcrafted features, which are in turn, task or dataset dependent. Lately, [32] proposed using an end-to-end CNN to replace those hand-crafted feature extractors. They introduced organ-specific CNN models where each model is trained on dedicated plant organs. Although CNN is powerful in learning discriminative features, constraining it to learn on specific organ categories might restrict its performance.
Other research [11] [12] [13] [14] has focused on using CNN to learn generic features of plants, irrespective of their organ information. In this case, multi-organ plant images are trained together using a generic CNN model. In the LifeClef2015 challenge, [12] showed that using the deepest network of GoogLenet, could provide the best result. However, generic features tend to focus on the holistic structures of an image, neglecting relevant attributes describing characteristics of a plant organ. Our work aims to solve this problem by designing a new CNN model that can extract prior organ information, and, subsequently combine it with generic features for species recognition.
B. RNN Based Classification
The RNN has received great attention due to its capability of processing sequential data such as language translation [33] [34] [35] and action recognition [36] [37] [38] . Recently, CNN and RNN have been employed to combine information, integrating the domain of computer vision and natural language processing. For example, image [39] [40] [41] or video [42] , [43] to text translation and reasoning as well as question and answering based on images [34] , [44] [45] [46] . Due to the inherent sequential nature of video and language, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) are the generally used architectures to process these data.
Other than the capability of modeling video or language data, lately, a few publications have showed the effectiveness of RNN based approaches to process variable length of fixed-sized data in a sequential manner though data originally is not in a form of sequences. Specifically, RNN is used to model the dependencies between pixels or regions within an image. For example, it has been actively explored in segmentation [47] [48] [49] , scene labeling [50] [51] [52] , object recognition [53] , [54] and detection [55] , [56] , as well as image generation [57] . Our work builds on the foundations laid in these approaches. Nevertheless, instead of using RNN based method to process pixels [48] , [49] or regions [53] , [57] level information of an image, we formulate it to process the structural level information of a plant based on several images captured from its various organs or different viewpoints of a similar organ. In particular, this can be seen as a first step towards plant semantic learning systems that modeling plant species based on multiple plant views capturing one or more organs of plant.
III. THE HGO-CNN
Generally, botanists can classify plants by observing and studying their features, usually using all the plant organs. Plant organs are known prior to explore the characteristic of a species. For instant, when botanists study a leaf, they focus on the leaf characters such as its margin or venation patterns, and, when they study a flower, they focus on the characteristics of its petals, sepals and stamen to identify unknown plant species. So, it is logical to believe that a better recognition method for plant species might require prior information of their organs. We propose an end-to-end network, namely the HGO-CNN, to classify different plant organ images. HGO-CNN is able to encapsulate organ and generic information prior to species classification. Fig. 3 (a) depicts its architecture.
A. Architecture
The proposed HGO-CNN comprises four layers or components: (i) a shared layer, (ii) an organ layer, (iii) a generic layer, and (iv) a species layer. The rationale behind proposing a shared layer is inspired by: (1) the work of [17] and [59] , who demonstrated that bottom layers in deep networks respond to low-level features, such as corners and edges, in turn crucial to the classification of any high level features, and, (2) the fact that such layers help reducing the number of training parameters.
Input to our HGO-CNN is a 224 × 224 color image. For the convolutional layer, we utilise 3 × 3 convolution filters with spatial resolution preserved using stride 1. Max pooling is performed using a 2 × 2 pixel window with stride 2. Three fully connected layers, which have 4096, 4096 and 1000 channels respectively, follow behind the stacks of convolutional layers. The output of the last hidden layer is normalized with the softmax function: where M and r stand for the total number of classes and the target class respectively, while s(I) stands for the final activation of the input plant image I obtained at the last hidden layer. After performing the softmax operation, we find the maximum likelihood of the sample by applying the objective function, L hgo = −log P(r |I).
B. Multi-Scale Plant Images Generation
To increase the robustness of a system in recognising multiorgan plant images, we generate multi-scale plant images for training as depicted in Fig. 3(b) . We isotropically rescale the training images into three different scales: 256, 384 and 512, where each scale be the smallest side of an isotropicallyrescaled training image. Then, we crop 256 × 256 center pixels. By doing this, the crops from the larger scale images will correspond to a small parts of images or particularly subparts of organs, while, the crops from the smaller scale images hold the information of the entire organs. During network training, 224 × 224 pixels are randomly cropped from the rescaled images and fed into the network. During testing, we do apply a similar multi-scale process to obtain three sets of testing images for a query image. An averaging fusion method is then used to combine their softmax scores to output a final result for a query image.
C. Feature Fusion Scheme
In order to train the HGO-CNN to capture prior organ information, and, subsequently integrate both generic and organ-based information for species classification, we propose a feature fusion scheme. It is based on a novel step-by-step training strategy (illustrated in Fig. 3(c) ):
i. Pre-Training CNN layers HGO-CNN uses a two-path CNN as shown in Fig. 3(c)(i) for the purpose of training generic and organ based features at a later stage. This two path CNN is similar to the architecture depicted in Fig. 3(a) , except that, it does not include the interconnection between paths, and, each path has its own fully connected layers. These are initially pre-trained using the ImageNet challenge dataset [58] .
ii. Organ layer After we obtained the pre-trained two-path CNN, one of the CNN paths is repurposed to extract organ features. This organ layer is trained together with the shared layer, using seven kinds of organ labels predefined in the PlantClef2015 dataset. The organ labels are branch, entire, flower, fruit, leaf, stem and leafscan. We obtain organ-based feature maps, x org ∈ R H ×W ×Z where H, W and Z are the height, width and number of channels of the respective feature maps. We train the shared layer based on the organ labels is because the shared layer that corresponds to the low-level features is more appropriate to be trained upon the courselevel organ classes instead of the class-specific species classes. So that, it can be more generalised to fit in the modeling of both target classes.
iii. Generic layer After training the organ layer, another CNN path is repurposed to extract the generic features. This generic layer is trained using the 1000 species labels predefined in the PlantClef2015 dataset, regardless of organ information. We obtain generic-based feature maps, x gen ∈ R H ×W ×Z . To allow both the organ and generic layers to share the common proceeding layer, we keep the shared layer's weights to be consistent. This is achieved by setting their learning rate to zero.
iv. Species layer To introduce correlation between both the organ and generic components, we introduce a fusion function g cat . It is employed at stage L (after the last convolutional layer for both components as shown in Fig. 3(a) ). In our model, g cat first concatenates x gen and x org along the channel axis, forming a stacked data, x cat = [x gen , x org ], where x cat ∈ R H ×W ×2Z . Then, x cat will subsequently convolves with a set of filters f ∈ R p×q×2Z ×N with dimension p × q × 2Z and biases b ∈ R N : y cat = x cat * f + b. We set N = Z so that we can reduce the dimensionality of the output feature maps y cat , while, at the same time, modeling the correspondence between the two feature maps x gen and x org . The feature maps y cat will then go through convolution layers to learn the combined representation of generic and organ features. Since these two convolution layers are new randomly-initialised, we set their learning rate to be 10 times higher than the other layers during training.
IV. THE PLANT-STRUCTNET
Plants are complex living organisms sustained by a number of organ systems. To recognize plant species, botanists usually observe multiple plant structures captured from a same plant to encounter the local ambiguities of features between species brought by the intra and interspecies diversity of plants in nature. For example as shown in Fig. 2 , incorporating observation from multiple plant organs such as branches, leaves and fruits provides a better understanding on the discriminative patterns to distinguish plant species. There are also times people extend their observation to multiple views of a similar organ when other types of organs are not in season [3] . Although the existing CNN methods allow us to extract the discriminative features of a plant image without the needs of handcrafting features, it has been designed to operate on a single plant image which in turns is incapable of modeling the contextual dependencies between varying plant views capturing one or more organs of a plant. We believe that different plant views captured from a same plant contain structural information that is not mutually exclusive, but in fact, they are correlated. For this reason, we move beyond existing practice, proposing the Plant-StructNet to model high level contextual dependencies between plant views comprising varying organs or different viewpoints of a similar organ.
A. Architecture
It is known that human brain processes information iteratively, where it keeps the current state in an internal memory and uses it to infer future observation, capturing the potential relationships between them [60] , [61] . Driven by this insight, we build the Plant-StructNet upon the RNN, which it can hold and relate different structural information of a plant. It would be also versatile to deal with arbitrary number of plant images. Plant-StructNet is based on a probabilistic framework that can directly maximize the probability of the correct species label, conditioned on all other related plant images by using the following cross entropy function: |I t , r 1 , . . . , r t −1 ) and the backward neuron activations ← − h models P bw = P (r t |I t , r t +1 , . . . , r T ) . Then, we put in correspondence between both neurons for every state and train them upon the respective species classes as shown in Fig 4. In this manner, each state t can be considered as condition upon the collections of the related plant images from states 1, . . . , t − 1, t + 1, . . . , T . To model both the P f w and P bw , we adopt GRU [62] as one of the RNN gating mechanisms.
During training, given an array of plant images acquired from a similar plant I t ∈ {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I T }, we first compute their feature representation using CNN, δ t ∈ {δ 1 , δ 2 , . . . , δ T }. Then, we feed them sequentially to each state t = 1, . . . , T of the Plant-StructNet. The forward activation function of the GRU, − → h t at state t is a linear interpolation between the previous activation − → h t−1 and the candidate activation− → h t :
where − → z t is the update gate that decides how much of the unit updates its activation. It is computed as follows:
The candidate activation− → h t is computed as follows:
where − → v t is the reset gate and is an element-wise multiplication operator, − → v t is computed as:
All the various W matrices are trained parameters. Specifically, GRU has two gating units to modulate the flow of information inside the unit. The update gate − → z t decides how much of the previous state should be kept around, while the reset gate − → v t determines to which extent the new input should be combined with the previous state. When the reset gate − → v t is off ( − → v t close to 0), it allows the unit to forget the previous computed state. To compute the backward activation ← − h t , we formulate it as for the − → h t but in a reverse direction as shown in Fig 4. In order to correlate between both states, the output activations of the forward and backward GRU are cascaded as follows:
Then, we multiply h t with a class embedding matrix, W em , which is s(I t ) = W em h t before normalizing it with a softmax function:
We perform the softmax operation for every state t preceding the computation of the overall cross entropy function:
where L t is mentioned at eqn. (2) . During prediction, the species label for the t-th plant image can be calculated by first simply cascading the output activations of the forward and backward GRU as mentioned in eqn. 7. The output h t is then multiplied with the class embedding matrix, W em , before going through the softmax function (eqn. (8)).
V. DATASETS AND EVALUATION METRICS
A. Dataset
The PlantClef2015 dataset was used. It has 1000 plant species classes. Training and testing data comprise 91759 and 21446 images respectively. Each image is associated with a single organ type (branch, entire, flower, fruit, leaf, stem or leaf scan).
B. Evaluation Metrics
Two evaluation metrics are employed: the image-centered and the observation score [16] . The purpose of the observation score is to evaluate the ability of a model predicting correct species labels for all the users. The observation score calculates the mean of the average classification rate per user as defined:
where U : represents the number of users, P u : the number of individual plants observed by the u-th user, S u, p : the score between 0 and 1 as the inverse of the rank of the correct species (for the p-th plant observed by the u-th user). Each query observation is composed of multiple images. To compute S u, p , we adopt the Borda count (BD) and the majority voting (MAV) based approaches to combine the scores of multiple images:
where n: the total number of images per query observation. score: is the softmax output score, which describes the ranking of the species. Next, the image-centered score evaluates the ability of a system to provide the correct species labels based on a single plant observation. It calculates the average classification rate for each individual plant defined as:
where U and P u are explained earlier in the text. N u, p is the number of pictures taken from the p-th plant observed by the u-th user, S u, p,n is the score between 0 and 1 equal to the inverse of the rank of the correct species (for the n-th picture taken from the p-th plant observed by the u-th user). We compute the rank of the correct species based on its softmax scores.
VI. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE HGO-CNN
We train our HGO-CNN model using the Caffe library [63] . The networks are trained with back-propagation, using stochastic gradient descent [64] . For the training parameter setting, we employed the fixed learning policy. We set the learning rate to 0.01, and then decrease it by a factor of 10 until the validation set accuracy stops improving. The momentum is set to 0.9 and the weight decay to 0.0001. In all experiments, we use a mini-batch size of 60. We improve the generalization of the model by randomly cropping and mirroring the input image during training. We run the experiments using an NVIDIA Titan-Xp graphics card.
A. Performance Evaluation
We compare our HGO-CNN with the best plant identification systems evaluated in the previous LifeClef2015 challenge [12] , [13] , [32] . We also compare with the VGG-16 net [65] , which is fine tuned and trained purely on species labels using the PlantClef2015 dataset. This is to measure the contribution of correlation between organ and generic components in the plant species classification. Table I shows the comparison results. We observe that the HGO-CNN model achieves a higher score compared to the VGG-16 net. This confirms the importance of organ features used to discriminate between plant species compared to using solely generic information for plant classification. Apart from that, by applying the multi-scaling technique mentioned in Sec. III-B, the multi-scale HGO-CNN, abbreviated M-S HGO-CNN, outperforms all the previous methods [12] , [13] , [32] , [65] .
B. Detailed Scores for Each Plant Organ
In this section, we analyse the classification performance for each organ based on the image-centered score, S img . Instead of calculating the average classification rate for each individual plant based on all the n-th picture taken from the p-th plant, the S img considers only pictures illustrating a dedicated plant view (organ). Table II illustrates the comparison results. We observe that both of our proposed models, HGO-CNN and M-S HGO-CNN show that scanned leaf and flower are the most effective organs compared to others for plant identification. This is similar to the results reported in [16] . Our HGO-CNN shows a higher identification score for the 'Flower' category compared to 'LeafScan'. In addition, using multiscale training, M-S HGO-CNN shows a major improvement in the 'LeafScan' category. This indicates that multi-scale training data could further improve the feature representation for multi-organ plant images. Overall, our M-S HGO-CNN achieves the highest S img compared to other SOTAs. Although M-S HGO-CNN leads to a better result for 'Stem', the organ is still considered as the least informative one compared to other organs. This might be due to the intra and interspecies diversity of plants in nature, resulting in a stem not vivid enough for species identification. For example, Fig. 5 illustrates the confusion risk for identifying plant species when only stem information is used. These stem organs are considered hard to disambiguate even by the botanists.
C. Qualitative Analysis
Besides the quantitative analysis, we go deeper into exploring, analyzing and understanding the features learned in M-S HGO-CNN. We use the deconvolution approach [17] to find which features have been learned in each layer and observe their differences. We subsample the top 2 activation feature maps in the last convolution of each layer and reconstruct them back to image pixels. Fig. 6 shows the learned activation maps as well as the deconvolved images. For example, in the Fig. 6(a) , we observe that both organ and generic-based features show complementary information, in which the organ layer mainly focuses on the tree branch, while generic layer stimulates at the twig. The species layer encapsulates both information and reveals the portions that best represent the plant image. Through this visualisation, it is clear that features learned in both layers are not overlapped, but extracting complementary information that could drive the network to better characterize a plant species. Apart from that, we observe that the generic layer erroneously considers nonplant object as one of the discriminative features to distinguish species. For example, in the Fig. 6(f) , we observe that the generic features focus at the irrelevant features of the stairs instead of the plant structures. This indicates that although generic features can identify plant species, it might learn irrelevant features that are inappropriate. For this reason, in our work, we propose adding an additional organ features to explicitly force the network to focus on the organ regions in order to boost the species discrimination.
D. Model Improvement
In the Table I , we have proven the importance of organ information in plant species predictive modeling. We also have documented the significance of multi-scale training in classifying different organs plant images. Then, we extended and improved the generalization of the model using various enhancement techniques. In this section, we analyze how these techniques improve the M-S HGO-CNN models obtained in Table I . We then summarize and compare their performance in Table III . In these experiments, besides S img and S obs , we also compute the top-1 classification result to infer the robustness of the system: Acc = T r /T s (13) where T r is the number of true species prediction, T s represents total number of testing data
E. Full Model Finetuning (FMF)
In the original set of experiments, we fine tuned only the generic layer in the species layer training, leaving the organ layer unaltered. Although we could extract the preinitialised organ information and combine it with the generic information in the species layer training, organ and generic layer were not jointly trained. This process constrains the network to learn the co-adaptation of features between two components. In fact, in [66] , it has been proven that fixing the weights of the higher level layers of a network will deteriorate the interaction between neurons, subsequently affecting the network optimization.
To further enhance the model, we consider adding finetuning on the organ layer together with the generic layer during the species layer training. We set the learning rate to be 10 times lower than the newly assigned species layer, so that, the organ layer weights are not altered too much. By doing so, the organ layer can be optimized so that it provides a better connection with the generic layer and, at the same time, retains its organ features. This improves the result by 1.7% for the top-1 classification measure compared to the baseline provided by M-S HGO-CNN.
F. Feature Space Normalization (FSN)
To improve the training of M-S HGO-CNN, we employ a data layer normalization technique -batch normalization (BN) [67] that offers extra flexibility in learning the input distribution. We found that incorporating the previous FMF strategy, and additionally adding BN before and after the fusion of organ and generic components helps enhancing the learning capability of the network, boosting its representation ability. The improvement achieved by this was 3.2% in the top-1 measure of the classification result compared to the baseline M-S HGO-CNN. Noted that, owing to data memory constraint, we only add BN starting from the last convolution layer (conv5_3_O and conv5_3) of each individual component up to the fully connected layers (conv6, conv7, fc6 and fc7).
During species layer training, these layers have learning rate 10 times higher than the preceding layers.
G. Enhanced Feature Fusion (EFF)
To enhance the performance of M-S HGO-CNN, we tested a new fusion function, g sum : x org , x gen → y sum . It is employed at stage L (after the last convolutional layer for both components as shown in Fig. 3(a) ). Note that, unlike the g cat , the function g sum performs summation of the x org and x gen features:
The feature maps y sum will then go through convolution layers to learn the combined representation of generic and organ features. We found that by incorporating the two aforementioned techniques with this new feature fusion, the improvement gained is 3.6% for the top-1 measure of the classification result compared to the baseline M-S HGO-CNN. This shows that with fusion through summation can better amplify the important features for the network. Table III clearly shows that all model enhancement techniques achieve a notable improvement in the top-1 accuracy as well as the S img and S obs results. We further evaluate the classification performance of each organ and document it in Table IV . We observe that, although 'Fruit' and 'Entire' organs show a significant improvement using the FMF + FSN + EFF approach, other organs such as 'LeafScan' or 'Stem' show either not much improvement on or lower classification rate. This suggests that M-S HGO-CNN which operates on each plant image individually is not robust enough to predict all plant organs, especially those which are highly influenced by intra and interspecies diversity. Henceforth, this motivates us to explore the more sophisticated RNN architecture, which exploits the dependencies between plant views capturing one or more organs of a plant.
VII. EXPERIMENTS ON THE PLANT-STRUCTNET
Before initiating the training of the Plant-StructNet, we firstly group the training and testing images into their respective observation ID. Note that, each observation ID consists of T number of plant images captured from a p-th plant observed by a u-th user. By doing so, we have 27907 and 13887 numbers of observation IDs for training and testing respectively. We apply the similar multi-scaling image augmentation to these plant images, and, extract their representation through the enhanced M-S HGO-CNN which obtained by the EFF approach mentioned in Sec. VI-D, we abbreviate it the E-CNN. During training, the extracted features are fed sequentially to each state t = 1, . . . , T of the Plant-StructNet. We fix the order of the plant images presented to the network based on the following sequence: branch, entire, flower, fruit, leaf, leafscan and stem. We test the performance of the Plant-StructNet using different levels of image abstraction representation extracted from conv7, f c6, and f c7 layers of E-CNN.
The Plant-StructNet is trained using the Tensorflow library [68] . We use the ADAM optimizer [69] with the parameters α = 1e − 08, β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. We set the learning rate to 0.0001. In all experiments, we use a minibatch size of 30. We evaluate the Plant-StructNet on the same PlantClef2015 dataset using the same evaluation metrics.
A. Performance Evaluation
In this experiment, we compare the performance of the Plant-StructNet with E-CNN. We present a comparative performance evaluation of the Plant-StructNet based on different levels of image abstraction representation (conv_7, f c6 and f c7). We also evaluate the performance of the PlantStructNet when only forward directional states modeling is taken into consideration. For testing, we evaluate the architectures using plant images that are isotropically rescaled to 256 × 256 pixels as explained in the Sec. III-B. Table V shows the performance comparison results.
To train the Plant-StructNet based on conv_7, we incorporate an attention mechanism [70] to enhance the representation of the visual input. Such attention mechanism allows the model to look for the most pertinent local features of a plant image in each state. In some respect, it forces an explicit additional step in the reasoning process, identifying salient regions in a plant image by assigning different importance to features from different image regions. The attention mechanism is introduced by the t term, the weighted average of convolutional features that depends on the previous activation:
In this case, the attention term λ t controls the contribution of each convolutional feature at the t-th state. Large values in λ t indicate more importance of the corresponding region to the target species class. Note that, for language modeling tasks, based on images [71] , [72] , a similar image is refined by attention model across all the steps of the RNN. However, in our work, every step of the Plant-StructNet takes in different plant views that do not have a form of sequences. The spatial information captured by the attention mechanism in the current state, will not be relevant for the next state input. To address this issue, we introduce a multi-stage attention mechanism. Specifically, we add in a cascaded attention module that can refine every plant image in each state before proceeding to the subsequent state. For example, the 3-stage cascaded attention module as shown in Fig. 7 . The new refined convolution features for the first and second stages are generated through: δ t j +1 = λ t j δ t j , where j = 1, 2. The computations performed by a GRU with attention mechanism are described as follows:
In Table V , we can see that using uni-directional states modeling, the Plant-StructNet trained on either the f c6 or f c7 features achieves much better results compared to the conv_7 with attention mechanism. We think the reason for f c layers to perform better than the conv layer is that f c layers hold more class-specific features which are less complex to be trained compared to the conv layer. Next, using bi-directional states modeling is obviously better compared to uni-directional state modeling. This is understandable as bi-directional state modeling enables prediction of an image based on the holistic collection of data extracted from a same plant as explain in Sec. IV-A. We observe that the Plant-StructNet trained on f c7 can boost up the performance significantly, achieving a highest top-1 accuracy of 0.641 (improvement of 4% compared to the E-CNN). However, we found that its S img does not seem to show different or better results. We then explore the cause and observe that most of the misclassification occurs when there is only one testing image per observation ID. Table VI shows that there is a total of 9905 testing images, which is nearly 47% of the testing set, belong to the observation IDs that contain only one image. It is noticeable that the Plant-StructNet performs better for category B than A (top-1 accuracy of 0.75 compared to 0.54), while E-CNN performs almost equally in all cases for category A and B (top-1 accuracy of 0.59 and 0.61). This can be explained from the characteristic of both RNN and CNN based models used in this context. To recognize a plant image, the CNN based model is trained to look for similar patterns on all different subfields of an image, while the RNN based model is trained to look for higher level features modeling the dependencies between series of images. Based on these findings, we therefore deduce that the poor performance of the Plant-StructNet is mainly due to the inadequate samples of plants given one observation ID.
Next, we compare the classification performance for each organ based on the image-centered score, S img . We observe that the Plant-StructNet can essentially improve the recognition performance of each organ, especially the 'stem' organ as shown in Table VII . The percentage increase is 40.65% which is considerably significant compared to other organs. This improvement is explained by the fact that the stem organ has the least number of images falling under category A (as shown in Fig. 8) . That is the majority of stem images co-exists with other plant images in one observation ID. For this reason, we can see that although the stem organ is considered as the least informative one compared to other organs, using the Plant-StructNet, we can successfully boost its classification performance. We qualitatively evaluate the features learned in both the Plant-StructNet and E-CNN by projecting them into a twodimensional space using t-SNE [18] . To ease the visualization for it is impractical to show all 1000 classes within a limited space, we have randomly selected 39 to clearly show in Fig. 9 and 10. We extract the f c7 and h t features of the testing images from both the E-CNN and Plant-StructNet respectively. Fig. 9 visualizes the feature embedding of Plant-StructNet features while the Fig. 10 visualizes the feature embedding of E-CNN features. Note that, for Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 10(b) , each point depicts the learned feature, and, it is represented by different color and symbol to distinguish different species classes. We observe that the Plant-StructNet features are semantically separable compared to E-CNN. This indicates that the features learned in Plant-StructNet are more discriminative compared to these of the E-CNN.
B. Assessing Performance in the Absence of Sequence
To model plant images in a sequential manner using the Plant-StructNet, we initially fix the order of the plant images presented to the network based on the sequence: branch, entire, flower, fruit, leaf, leafscan and stem. However, we notice that in reality, during their field work, botanists usually observe and study simultaneously a plant from different vantage points, as a whole and also analyse different organs. This drives us to extend the analysis of the Plant-StructNet on its capability of modeling plant views images irrespective of the order. Hence, we train the Plant-StructNet using the f c7 features based on random sequence, disregarding the order of the plant images fed into the network. Indeed, we found that training the Plant-StructNet by disregarding the order does not affect much the performance. The Acc and S img obtained are 0.643 and 0.675 respectively which are comparable to the Acc = 0.641 and the S img = 0.680 obtained from the model with sequence as shown in Table V . This finding again shows that the Plant-StructNet is able to process the complex structural dependencies between plant views/organ images despite the absence of sequence. [73] C. Ensemble Models
In this experiment, we introduce an aggregate of ensemble models to increase the performance of multi-organ plant classification. We incorporate the decisions of our proposed deep networks, E-CNN as well as the Plant-StructNet. We combine their softmax scores using an average fusion method. For testing, we use all the scaled images mentioned in Sec. III-B. Based on the experimental results shown in Table VIII , the ensemble architectures can essentially boost the performance of the individual E-CNN and Plant-StructNet, achieving the highest metric scores of S img and S obs .
Finally, we compare our best model with the latest SOTA [73] that proposed fine-tuning of pre-trained GoogLeNet [74] and VGGNet [65] models using the PlantClef2015 dataset. To make a fair comparison between our proposed method and the latest SOTA [73] , we train and test both the VGGNet and GoogLeNet based on our proposed augmented multi-scaled plant images (Sec. III-B). We train both models using the reported training scheme in [73] . For testing, we first obtain the prediction results for each model, and finally combine them using their presented fusion technique. Table IX shows the performance comparison results. Note that, values without ( * ) are the results generated using our data augmentation, while values with ( * ) are the results originally reported in [73] . We observe that our best model outperforms the SOTA with an overall S img of 0.732 compared to 0.715, and, when comparing using the top-1 accuracy, our best model achieves 0.685 compared to 0.647. One intriguing finding is that, we essentially improve the classification performance of each plant organ, especially the 'stem' organ. This suggests the importance of modeling the correspondence between plant views (or organs) to further boost the discriminative power of the plant classification system.
Apart from that, compared to the original proposed overall S img [73] , it is noticeable using their data augmentation technique that extracting and scaling random patches from the original image, and subsequently augmenting them with image rotation can better characterize the plant data. Henceforth, we deduce that it is possible the classification performance of our best model would improve if we further enhanced the diversity of the plant dataset.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented two plant classification frameworks: (1) the HGO-CNN which uses an end-to-end deep neural network to integrate both organ and generic features, and, capture the correlation of these complementary information for species classification; (2) the Plant-StructNet which offers extra flexibility in learning the relationship between plant views and supports classification based on varying number of plant images captured from a same plant. It is worth noting that using multi-scale training can further boost the discriminative power of the HGO-CNN model. We have also presented and analyzed in this paper various improvements we have made to our basic HGO-CNN and described the evaluation results which shown using enhanced feature fusion can better improve the model performance.
Based on our findings, it is clear that using the PlantStructNet can essentially improve the classification performance, especially for the less distinctive 'stem' organ. This suggests the importance of learning the correspondence between plant views to boost the overall species recognition rate. Experiments on the PlantClef 2015 benchmark show the robustness of the ensemble models of the E-CNN and Plant-StructNet in classifying different plant organ images. With the help of feature visualisation, we further confirmed the effectiveness of our model. In the future, it would be interesting to consider integration of both CNN and RNN based models in order to simultaneously handle rich visual representation learning and context dependencies modeling within a fully end-to-end deep network.
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